
When war looks imminent in the Middle East, inevitably people start thinking about Armageddon—so notes 
writer Terry James, in a raptureready.com, article. His overall article is titled, “Iraq in Prophecy.” He believes 
that Iraq holds the key to the “wrap-up” of human history, but to understand that, he says, we must start with 
the nation of Israel. 

“All prophecy yet future must be considered in light of this one fact: God’s chosen nation is back in the Land 
of Promise. Understanding that country’s position in the arena of Middle Eastern and world affairs is critical 
to understanding all other geopolitical realities.”

According to prophecy, Israel is scheduled to become an intolerable problem that world leaders think must 
be eliminated—or somehow “fixed”—before there can be peace in the Middle East and in the world. God 
himself will see to it that Israel will be a major obstacle to sin-flawed man-made peace, because true peace 
can only be established by Jesus, the Prince of Peace.  

“Behold I will make Jerusalem a cup of trembling [or reeling] unto all the people round about, when they 
shall be in siege both against Judah and against Jerusalem. And in that day I will make Jerusalem a 
burdensome stone for all people: all that burden themselves with it shall be cut to pieces, though all the 
people of the earth be gathered against it” (Zechariah 12:2-3). 

Do we see a volatile situation today with regard to the modern nation of Israel? Is the world community of 
nations fretting over problems between Israel and its neighbors? The answer is a resounding “Yes!” James 
says, “The on-going process to force peace upon the Middle East, no matter the consequences to the safety 
of Israel, is irrefutable evidence that the world is extremely nervous about the Jewish state and its enemy 
neighbors.” 
 
Israel continues to do things that inexplicably stir hatred and enmity on the part of the nations. America is 
no longer the staunch ally she once was. The fact that the US government continues to support Israel at all 
is probably due to a few Christian congressmen and senators whose faith includes support for Israel. The 
Administration itself is no real friend of Israel. 

As for the rest of the USA, it is a mixed bag. Recently Boston University students have been demonstrating 
against what they call “intersectionality,” in which they see Israel as virtually the epitome of all evil. 
Intersectionality is the study of intersections between forms or systems of oppression, domination or 
discrimination. For example, it would apply to those who are both black and feminine. There two forms of 
oppression--so they say—would intersect. 
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Israel is severely criticized by these “intersectionality” socialists, and in one recent picture a woman 
displayed a large poster which says, “Israel killed a Palestinian child every day for the past 14 years.” What 
the perpetrators of such nonsense fail to remember is that these children inadvertently (or maybe deliberately)
got between two sets of adults who were at war with each other. Sometimes they were put out front, where 
terrorists hid behind them. Normally when a war is going on, you keep your children as far away from it as 
possible. In the case of war between Israel and the Palestinians, especially with Hamas, the adults deliberately 
put children in harm’s way. The girl holding the poster in the picture unfortunately does not have the slightest 
idea what she’s talking about. May God forgive her for her misguided beliefs.  

Meanwhile, back in the Middle East, the reason Terry James focuses on Iraq is because he believes Babylon
in Iraq is the “mystery Babylon” of Revelation 17-18. That is a position I myself do not hold. The city in 
Revelation is not “Babylon”; it is “mystery Babylon” that sits on many waters. That could be New York City, 
although I’m not adamant about it. Others think it could be in Saudi Arabia.

ISIS Wants to Fight Christians at Armageddon  
 
A video was recently released showing ISIS fighters inviting Western Christians to come fight them at a place 
called Dabiq, which is their version of Armageddon. The speaker is promising that ISIS will prevail and that 
the Christians will all be killed. And once ISIS wins there, they will march on Jerusalem—so they say.

ISIS fighters may know about the Battle of Armageddon, but there are two things they are obviously over-
looking. According to Revelation 16:14, those who go out to invite the kings of the earth to Armageddon are 
evil spirits. Does ISIS want to claim that role? Also the reason all these people are invited to that place is so 
that they may be destroyed. If anybody is destroyed at Armageddon, it will be ISIS, or at least it will include 
ISIS. Personally I have nothing good to say about this group of fanatics, and in fact if I say I think they are 
demon-possessed, it may not be strong enough. It is clear that they are enemies of God.

Their ultimate goal is to destroy Israel, and in fact Netanyahu just recently voiced concerns that Israel may 
soon face an ISIS state on one or the other of its borders. 

But the country that is most able—and most likely to be willing—to fight ISIS is facing her own problem with 
ISIS fighters in the U.S. heartland. Now a growing number of U.S. citizens are leaving America to join the 
brutal ISIS army. These recruits are being radicalized on U.S. soil and they may eventually return home. A 
CBN story reports: 

“It’s hard to imagine America’s heartland as a breeding ground for terrorism. Yet when news emerged that two 
U.S. citizens had been killed in Syria fighting alongside ISIS, the path led back to, of all places, Minnesota.” 
The two men were part of a growing number of young Muslims from Minneapolis and St. Paul who have 
answered the call of jihad.

At least a dozen young Muslims from the Twin Cities area have left their homes to travel to the Middle East 
and join ISIS. Some of them worshipped at the al-Farooq Mosque in a quiet suburb of Minneapolis. An 
Egyptian-American man allegedly recruited young Somali Muslims from the mosque and helped send them 
to Syria.

Mosque officials say they banned Amir Meshal earlier this year when they learned he was preaching jihad. 
The suspected terror recruiter remains at large.

“There is an organization that makes this happen,” former sheriff Bob Fletcher told CBN News. “But usually
there is one principal person that I call ‘the Guide’ that can take this person in this ideological state and 
guide them to Syria or wherever it might be.”

Fletcher is the former sheriff of Ramsey County, which includes the city of St. Paul. He now works with 
Somali leaders to battle radicalism in their Twin Cities community that’s seen dozens of young men travel 
overseas in recent years to join terrorist groups.

In the meantime, ISIS has promised to kill 10 million Americans. 



Arab Diplomat Tells It Like It Is   
George Deek is a Christian Arab from the city of Jaffa. He also serves as 
Israel’s deputy ambassador to Norway. Recently he addressed a gathering 
hosted by the Norwegian group “With Israel for Peace.” He delivered what 
some in that country are calling the “best speech ever made by an Israeli 
diplomat.” The article about him is carried by Israel Today magazine.

As an Arab with a long history in the land, Deek doesn’t sugar-coat Jewish 
involvement in the conflict. Atrocities were committed by all involved, he says, 
and Deek is “not prepared to give Israel a pass on documented wrong-doing 
just because the years following her victory have seen the rise of a strong 
democratic state where minorities like Deek…enjoy full and equal rights.” 

But Deek wonders why disproportionate attention was and continues to be paid 
to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict when more severe crises have raged and still 
are raging over the same period of time. Most of those involved, either directly 

or indirectly, care far less about the actual welfare than they do about demonizing and destroying Israel, he 
says. In the process, “the Palestinians have become slaves to the past, held captive by the chains of 
resentment, prisoners in the world of frustration and hate.” 

This shows—as we have pointed out many times before—that there is no bonafide reason to hate. In fact, 
those who hate only do themselves a disservice. It is still true that the “meek shall inherit the earth.” God is 
preparing a new heavens and a new earth, but  it will be for those who love Him and do His will.

“And I saw the souls of those who had been beheaded because of their testimony for Jesus and 
because of the word of God”  (Revelation 20:4). 

In Messiah,
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